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Abstract
Cybersecurity is a fast evolving area of research and development that aims to keep pace with advancing
cybercrimes, intrusions, and various forms of cyber-attacks. Advancing cybersecurity for the smart grid
is of particular importance in order to assure the success of rolling out of its technologies and protect
the critical electricity infrastructure. A distributed multi-agent-based platform is developed in the scope
of Mas2tering project, the detailed understanding of the available cybersecurity standards and
technologies, and identification the gaps between existing standards and required standards are vital for
the success of the project. The authors of the deliverable perform a security and privacy assessment of
the three selected project use cases. The assessment helps identify areas of vulnerabilities and
weaknesses that need to be addressed in the project. We then evaluate the state of the art of the security
standards and technologies that are relevant to the project. In addition, we evaluate other relevant smart
grid and telecommunication standards that are not security-focused from a security point of view. Based
on this evaluation, we provide recommendations for improvements and justifications of choices made
in the project.
[End of abstract]
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Executive summary
Deliverable 4.1 tackles an important aspect of the technology development in the project which is
ensuring an up-to-date understanding of the various cybersecurity concerns and existing solutions and
identifying gaps and improvements. Cybersecurity is a challenging research and development area that
needs to continuously evolve to keep pace with emerging threats and vulnerabilities. The activities
leading to the deliverable have contributed considerably to identifying the appropriate technologies and
standards and ruling out the less useful ones.
Some standards have been evaluated in D5.2 (e.g. ZigBee [2], FIPA-ACL [23], OpenADR [4]) for their
relevance and suitability to Mas2tering. D4.1 revisits those standards to evaluate their security and their
need for adding security standards and technologies to protect their implementation. Some standards
(e.g. FIPA-ACL) have no built-in security while others do have limited security features (e.g. ZigBee).
OpenADR has strong built-in security but lacks some considerations of consumer privacy.
D4.1 details the evaluation of security standards that are potentially useful for protecting the Mas2tering
platform. Several security standards (e.g. ISO/IEC 2700 series [5], IPSec, NIST 7628 [6]) are evaluated
based on multiple important aspects including their applicability and relevance to Mas2tering use cases.
These evaluations include descriptions of recommendations regarding their use in the project. EBIOS
[7] risk assessment method used for Mas2tering use cases (see Annex A) is compatible with IEEE
27001. Other security standards are or will be used in the project include TLS (Transport Layer
Security), IPSec, XACML as well as standard algorithms such as AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard).
In order to ensure a secure implementation of the Mas2tering platform, this document also includes
security analysis of the software technologies that will be used in the project. These include JADE [8]
(Java Agent Development) framework, JEMMA [9] (Java Energy Management Application)
framework and FIWARE [10] Generic Enablers. Their security features and weaknesses are outlined.
Due to the security limitations of JADE, a security add-on called JADE-S is available which provides
several features such as message authentication and encryption. JEMMA also has security shortcomings
such as the lack of authentication and access control. Regarding Generic Enablers, it has been found
that they often lack rigorous security testing and may not be reliable especially as security components.
Therefore, the project identified alternative more reliable software components.
The deliverable includes guidelines and recommendations on security technologies and standards, and
on security testing and verification of Mas2tering platform components. The recommendations aim to
address security requirements and overcome the security weaknesses in the used standards and
technologies. These recommendations include which standards should be used and what security
configurations are needed such as those in relation to certificates and key sizes. The recommended
security testing and verification activities are based on the use cases identifying specific security
objectives and taking into consideration the identified security vulnerabilities from the risk assessment.
The annex contains the security and privacy requirements of the project based on the assessment of the
attack scenarios and the potential vulnerabilities in the project’s three use cases. The requirements and
the assessment are originally included as part of D2.1. The security and privacy requirements elicited
from the risk assessment of the use cases have significantly complemented the initial security
requirements specified in D2.1 leading to better understanding of the risks and broader focus on the
appropriate security and privacy solutions. The scenarios and requirements are added to the annex for
referencing purposes.
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Definitions
EBIOS (Expression des Besoins et Identification des Objectifs de Sécurité – translated in English to
Expression of Needs and Identification of Security Objectives) is a method for managing risks in
information systems developed by Central Information Systems Security Division in France.
Energy Box: Commercial device to be installed in residential and small commercial premises. It has
the ability to communicate with smart appliances and technologies and with the smart meter and to
provide the resulting actual and expected consumption/generation data to the optimisation tool. The
commercial device considered in the project is a Customer Energy Management System (CEMS)
developed by Telecom Italia and based on an open technology (JEMMA). Mas2tering provides an
enhanced functionality for this Energy Box by adding agents (Device and CEMS). The Mas2tering
communication architecture introduced in this document is designed to be compatible with other CEMS
present on the market.
JEMMA: An open source software component running on the Telecom Italia’s Energy Box that
provides a basic Customer Energy Management System functionality (i.e. enhanced functionality is
being developed as part of the Mas2tering project).
Multi-agent System (MAS): A paradigm that models an application as a collection of software
components, called agents, which are characterised by their autonomy, proactivity and ability to
communicate. Agents in a MAS are considered improving the current methods for conceptualizing,
designing and implementing software systems, and may also be the solution to the legacy software
integration problem.
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1

Introduction

This deliverable presents the security evaluations of three use cases proposed in the scope of the
Mas2tering framework, and the security evaluation of the potentially relevant standards and
technologies for the project. Hence, it provides guidelines and recommendations regarding the
technologies and standards to be utilised in the implementation and demonstration of Mas2tering
platform. The evaluation process aims to ensure up to date knowledge of the state of the art on security
of the related application areas, to identify the gaps and vulnerabilities, and to derive guidelines in order
to produce secure and reliable solutions in the area of the smart grid.

1.1

Relationship to Other Deliverables

The deliverable provides a study of existing standards and technologies for the smart grid from a
security perspective in order to ensure secure software deliverables across the project and their secure
deployment environment. D4.1 aims to help identify appropriate security and privacy components that
will be used and developed in D4.2.
D5.2 described evaluations of several standards from multiple important perspectives such as
interoperability and adequacy to the project. D4.1 complements the work that was done in D5.2 by
further evaluating the standards from a security perspective. The standard evaluations in both
deliverables are useful for other report and software deliverables to help secure Mas2tering components
and protect the communications between agents and external components. This applies particularly to
deliverables such as D5.4 and D5.5.

1.2

Structure of the Document

This document is structured as follows. Chapter 2 illustrates a comprehensive evaluation of the related
standards from the areas of smart grid and ICT in order to identify security and privacy elements of the
standard, and define the methodology for the enhancement of the standards. The chapter then illustrates
the evaluation of the security standards with respect to the applicability to the project, it also presents
an assessment process to illustrate the relevance of these standards for the project. Chapter 3 present
the analysis results of the security and privacy of the technologies that are being used or planned for
usage and suggests security improvements. It also discusses recent and current EU projects with outputs
that may be relevant to the implementation of Mas2tering platform. Chapter 4 provides guidelines and
recommendations in relation to technologies and standards to be used to secure the Mas2tering platform
and to protect personal privacy. Annex A presents the risk assessment and analysis according to the
security and privacy requirements for the three Mas2tering use cases.
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2

Cybersecurity and Smart Grid Standards

This chapter presents the evaluation of two categories of standards in relation to cybersecurity.
First, non-security-focused standards that are relevant to Mas2tering are evaluated in relation to what
security considerations have been included in their specifications.
Second, security-focused standards that may be used to secure the Mas2tering platform are evaluated
in terms of a set of criteria to determine their usefulness.

2.1

Security and Privacy Considerations in Standards Relevant to
Mas2tering

Table 1 describes security and privacy considerations and mechanisms that are included in smart grid
standards and ICT standards relevant to Mas2tering as identified in D5.2. The standards are categorised
into six sets as in D5.2 for easier understanding of their area of application and usefulness. For each
standard the aim is to identify security and privacy elements of the standard and methods of enhancing
the standard’s security and privacy using other security-focused standards and technologies. Note that
the table also includes technologies that implement specific standards e.g. VPN, WiMAX, and includes
technical reports that are not currently considered standards.

Table 1 Evaluation of Relevant Standards in Relation to Security
Standard

Security and Privacy Considerations
Integration and Interface Standards

FIPA-ACL

No built in message encryption but security layers could be added.

IEC
61968/61970/62325
CIM standards

CIM is about communication in power systems. It focuses on data
modelling, subscription and communication efficiency. It does not
consider the security aspect of communication.

IEEE 2030

This standard defines guidelines for smart grid interoperability. It
explicitly considers different aspects of security: anonymization,
authentication, risk management and security procedures.
Physical and Data Link Layer Standards

DSL:
ADSL/SHDSL/VDSL

Security mechanisms need to be implemented on top of the physical
layer DSL technology. The standard does not include security
specifications.

EDGE/GPRS/GSM

GSM is known for its insecurity and weak encryption. GPRS and
EDGE also have security issues including the lack of mutual
authentication (only client authentication supported) and support for
unencrypted communication.

PLC

Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) produced by power lines can be
received by radio receivers and may lead to eavesdropping. PLC
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technologies such as HomePlug AV supports encryption using 128 bit
AES.
Synchronous
Digital Encryption is used to secure communication across SDH/SONET
Hierarchy
(SDH)/ networks.
Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET)
Long-term Evolution LTE is more secure than its predecessors. However, some security
features are optional\not default. Encryption algorithms are used to
(LTE)/LTE-A
ensure confidentiality and integrity depending on the state e.g. AES in
US. It requires deployment using secure environment e.g. general
purpose operating systems, and using a secure development lifecycle.
Another weakness is that downgrading to less secure networks (e.g.
GSM) may be allowed by devices through negotiation. Mitigation of
potential threats is needed including MitM attacks, identity tracking,
data interception, jamming and unauthorized physical access.
WiMAX

IEEE 802.16e-2005 provided significant security enhancements to its
predecessor by supporting strong mutual authentication mechanisms,
as well as support for Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The
IEEE 802.16 standards specify two basic security services:
authentication and confidentiality. Authentication involves the
process of verifying the identity claimed by a WiMAX device.
Confidentiality is limited to protecting the contents of data messages
so that only authorized devices can access them.
The IEEE 802.16 standards do not address other security services
such as availability and confidentiality protection for wireless
management messages. If such services are required, they need to be
provided through additional measures.
WiMAX systems are subject to WiMAX-specific threats as well as
threats common to wireless technologies in general. Organizations
should mitigate threats and vulnerabilities for WiMAX systems by
implementing a combination of management, operational, and
technical countermeasures. WiMAX wireless interface threats focus
on compromising the radio links between WiMAX nodes. These
radio links support both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) signal propagation. Links from LOS WiMAX systems are
generally harder to attack than those from NLOS systems because an
adversary would have to physically locate equipment between the
transmitting nodes to compromise the confidentiality or integrity of
the wireless link.
WiMAX NLOS systems provide wireless coverage over large
geographic regions, which expands the potential staging areas for both
clients and adversaries. Like other networking technologies, all
WiMAX systems must address threats arising from denial of service
attacks, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks, message
modification, and resource misappropriation.
Networking Standards
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IEC 61850

ZigBee

Some authors have suggested securing the network stack and
techniques for securing the publish/subscribe paradigm used in the
standard. Specifically, TLS is applied in the transport layer below the
http layer for some scenarios. Additionally, for outside
communications secure XML/SOAP is utilised on top of HTTP in the
transport layer. In the standard itself IEC 62351 parts are referenced
for the relation of securing of TCP/IP protocols and as well as other
transports.
The ZigBee protocol can be configured to ensure these security
aspects:
•
Data integrity
•
Data confidentiality
•
Data authenticity
•
Countermeasures against replay attack (through sequence
numbers)
The main algorithms used to achieve these features are:
•
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) with 128 bits key
•
MIC (Message Integrity Code) also named MAC (Message
Authentication Code)
However, the standard has not been considered perfectly secure so far
due to the fact that an attacker is able to sniff the secure key during the
association process, but this occurs only once: when a new device
needs to join the network. The ZigBee Alliance is re-defining the
security model and we can expect that the security level of the protocol
to be improved by the end of Mas2tering project.

VPN

Secure VPN uses secure protocols such as Internet Protocol Security
(IPsec), TLS/SSL and SSH. VPN supports privacy, confidentiality,
authentication and message integrity. VPNs can reduce the risks of
networking. However, they cannot totally eliminate them. For
example, a VPN implementation may have flaws in algorithms or
implementation, or a VPN may be set up with insecure configuration
settings. Although VPNs support confidentiality and integrity, they do
not normally improve availability. L2TP is a tunnelling protocol used
to provide virtual private networks (VPNs). Because of its lack of
security, it is frequently implemented along with IPsec to support
tunnel authentication, privacy protection, integrity checking and replay
protection. The combination is referred to as L2TP/IPsec, and is
standardized in IETF RFC 3193.

There is little reference to data security within this standard. The
ISO/IEC 14908:2012
only relevant references are as follows:
series 1, 2, 3, 4
1. EN 14908:2012-1 Protocol Stack
a. Authentication of the message sender’s identity is
included as a transport layer service, for use when
the security of sender authentication is required. The
authentication server requires only the Transaction
Control Sublayer to accomplish its function. Thus
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Transport and Session layer messages may be
authenticated using all of the addressing modes other
than broadcast.
b. The authentication scheme must be correctly used to
provide maximum security. One problem that the
user should be aware is the transportation of
authentication keys in the open using a network
management command. This problem can be
overcome by using the increment authentication key
network management command rather than the
network management command that provides an
absolute value for the key.
2. EN 14908:2012-4 IP Communications
The standard refers to “optional” security measures [for the
transporting of CNP packets over IP channels] to prevent malicious
users from tampering with devices. Considering that security
weaknesses have historically been identified in 802.11.xx wireless
protocols this is an aspect that will need to be addressed if the
Mas2tering outputs are to receive wider acceptance.
Energy Management Standards
USEF

The framework follows the security and privacy “by design” paradigm.
The specification includes a policy document that describes security
and privacy principles such as those that belong to data management,
integrity and confidentiality. The security principles listed in the policy
document are required to be followed when implementing and
operating the framework in order to ensure full USEF compliancy.

OpenADR

OpenADR considers cybersecurity as an important component of the
smartgrid. To that extent, OpenADR maintains its own Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) to ensure that communications between clients
and servers are secure. The PKI delivers digital certificates that are
used to provide security services such as data confidentiality,
integrity, authentication, and message-level security. OpenADR
defines two level of security: high and medium.
OpenADR is a “communications data model”, which facilitates
exchange of information between electricity service providers,
aggregators and end-users. It defines an open architecture for security,
and proposes several roles for exchanging information which can be
implemented at the nodes of the hierarchical structure. Despite its
importance, privacy is not directly addressed by the OpenADR
specifications. The specifications deal with confidentiality with respect
to an external adversary.

ISO/IEC TR 15067-3

This standard is related to a model of a demand-response energy
management system for Home Electronic System (HES). As collecting
metering information may impact customer privacy, the standard
indicates that the customer and the utility should agree if and how
frequently information is collected. In particular, the standard reminds
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that past consumption is the sole information required for billing.
Sharing other kind of information, such as disaggregated data (detailed
usage per smart appliance), while useful for enhanced energy
management, is not necessary for billing.
Smart Metering Standards
IEEE 1377

Security is supported via security settings described in relevant table
constructs. This application layer specification uses tables organised
into functional categories that included security attributes together
with other categories.

ISO/IEC 15045

The standard includes security considerations. In the scope of security,
the standard is concerned with safety and protection of inappropriate
(unauthorised) operation of devices from outside networks as well as
privacy of internal data.

ETSI TS 103 908 PLT

The standard itself is a layer 1 (physical layer) protocol in the OSI
model and no security considerations are specified in that scope. The
standard ISO/IEC 14908-1 can be used in the upper networking layer
for the realisation of security, as is the case of Open Smart Grid
Protocol (OSGP) networking standard for smart meters and smart grid
devices.

ETSI TR 102 691

This Technical Report (not Standard) refers to the (14) Use Cases
which were identified for the Smart Metering M2M application
(2009-10). These Use Cases identify actors/stakeholders and
information flows, and form the basis of future requirements work at
TC M2M on Smart Metering.
The list of Functionality Use Cases is expressed in broad terms, so
that they can be related to electricity, gas, heating/cooling and water
metering.
There is little reference to data security within the document, apart
from the following general security requirements:
1.

2.
3.
EN 13757

The M2M System should support a security solution that
makes it impossible to acquire information about the data
collected by eavesdropping at any point in the network.
A particular application may or may not require the use
of such security solution
Security solution should not prevent regulatory
requirements such as lawful interception
End points of the M2M System should be able to verify
the integrity of the data exchanged.

Security could be defined in the transport layer (4). Includes ‘higher’
level security such as that specified as part of the DLMS / COSEM
specification.
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ETSI TR 103 240

IEC 62056

The recommendation states the implementation of security support of
IPv4 or IPv6 packets in the data link layer and the application of “fast”
cryptography.
IEC 62056 describes hardware and protocol specifications for local
meter data exchange. In such systems, a hand-held unit (HHU) or a
unit with equivalent functions is connected to a tariff device or a
group of devices.
Security provision varies depending on the meter and configuration.
From none through nominally low to high security level
specification. Low includes simple password, high includes
encrypted password for sign on. Past the sign on, security extends to
upholding confidentially of communications via protection against
unauthorised reading. Additionally, protection read and writes of
shared entities at the server is provided. Specifically, ‘Euridis’
specifies a physical magnetic plug to deter access.
In order to restrict access to data within the tariff device, different
levels of security are defined. Any or all of these may be used by a
tariff device.
Access level 1 - requires only a knowledge of this protocol to gain
access.
Access level 2 - requires one or more passwords to be correctly
entered.
Access level 3 - requires operation of a sealable button or
manipulation of certain data with a secret algorithm to gain access.
Access level 4 - requires physical entry into the case of the tariff device
and effecting a physical change, such as making/breaking a link or
operation of a switch, before further communications access is
allowed.

SMETS2

Products (i.e. Smart Meters and In-Home Displays) must be designed
to ensure any failure or compromise of its integrity do not
compromise the security credentials or personal data stored on it, or
compromise the integrity of any other device to which it is connected
by means of a communications link.
The product must be capable of verifying its firmware at power-on and
prior to activation of the firmware, to verify that the firmware at that
time is in the form originally received. On failure of verification the
product must be capable of performing prescribed actions including
sending alerts and entering details in security log.
Smart Grid Monitoring and Performance Standards

IEC 60870

Security extensions to this standard are specified in IEC/TS 60870-57:2013 guarantee the integrity of the transmission. Security measures
ensure that data was not changed in transmission and that it was
transmitted by an authorised device.
The standard specifies ‘teleprotection’ for electric power systems.
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IEEE 1250

IEEE C37.1

This standard is about the quality of electricity. The only security
aspect covered is not related to ICT but to the physical security of
electrical equipment.
Incorporates Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL). There is no framework for logging of security attacks.
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2.2

Security Standards for Smart Grid

This section evaluates security standards that may address security and privacy requirements of
Mas2tering. The standards include: IEC 62351, NIST 7628, IEEE 1686, IEEE PC 37.240, IEEE 802
series (security standards only), IETF TLS, IETF IPSEC, IETF RFC 6272, ISO 27000 series, IEC 62443
and OASIS XACML.
2.2.1

Evaluation Template

Table 2 provides the template for the evaluation of the security standards with description of each
required field. The aim is to gain understanding of the standard from multiple aspects in order to
determine whether it would be useful and feasible to use the standard in Mas2tering.
Table 2 Security Standard Evaluation Template
Standard Name
Description

Brief description/overview of the standard

Applicability

The areas of use e.g. requirements, guidelines, implementation.

Security and Privacy

The standard’s specific security and privacy aspects

Security Scope

The extent of coverage and completeness of the standard in terms of
security CIA + privacy e.g. what it is not for.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

Related standards used for smart grid e.g. for TLS indicate which
standards use it to ensure secure transport.

Adequacy

UC1

Suitability of the standard for Mas2tering use case 1

UC2

Suitability of the standard for Mas2tering use case 2

UC3

Suitability of the standard for Mas2tering use case 3

Benefits

Advantages of using the standard within the context of Mas2tering with
references to use cases

Problems and Gaps

Disadvantages of using the standard within the context of Mas2tering
use cases and security/privacy gaps in the standards.

Usability

The standard’s ease of use and implementation

Interoperability

Interoperability with any other telecom and/or energy standard

Recommendations and
Enhancements

Proposing ways to combine telecom and energy standards effectively
and areas of possible enhancements
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Additional notes and
comments

2.2.2

Useful notes not relating to previous categories or span over multiple
categories.

Security Standard Evaluations

The following subsections provide the evaluations of the security standards based on the evaluation
template above. The standards are categorised based on the standards bodies.
2.2.2.1

ISO and IEC Standards

This subsection includes the evaluation of security standards published by ISO and/or IEC
organisations.
Table 3 ISO/IEC 27001 - Information security management
ISO/IEC 27001 - Information technology — Security techniques — Information security
management systems — Requirements
Description

ISO/IEC 27001 specifies an Information Security Management System
(ISMS). The ISMS is a set of coordinated activities regarding the
management of information security risks. It provides a management
framework through which an organisation assesses and manages those
risks. The ISMS ensures that the security controls are continually
reassessed and possibly modified to maintain and improve their
effectiveness and to keep pace with changes to the requirements, threats,
vulnerabilities and business impacts/objectives.

Applicability

A requirements standard specifying the requirements for establishing
and maintaining ISMS.

Security and Privacy

The standard covers the three security dimensions; confidentiality,
availability and integrity. The standard focuses on the management of
risk from physical, human and technology based threats. Privacy only
appears as a high level control under the compliance objective.

Security Scope

The information security controls from ISO/IEC 27002 are also in
annex A to ISO/IEC 27001. Organisations implementing ISO/IEC
27001 can select specific information security controls that are
applicable to their conditions. The selection of appropriate controls is
based on an assessment of the organisation’s information security risks.
The management may choose to avoid, transfer or accept information
security risks rather than mitigate them through controls.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

ISO/IEC 27001 is a generic standard which is part of a family of
standards (270xx) that are interrelated and complementary. The ISMS
framework described by the standard encompasses requirements that
can be implemented using other specific standards and technologies.
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ISO/IEC 27001 uses ISO/IEC 27002 to specify suitable information
security controls within the ISMS, but since ISO/IEC 27002 is only
advisory rather than a certification standard, organisations can select
and implement other controls, or even completely follow an alternative
set of information security controls.
Adequacy

UC1

Medium

UC2

Medium

UC3

Medium

Benefits

The standard can provide a framework for security assurance of the
Mas2tering platform based on the risk management process and
selection of a selected security controls.

Problems and Gaps

The standard is generic covering several aspects that may concern any
organisation. However, for Mas2tering the main concern is to ensure the
security of the three use cases. Therefore, Mas2tering may opt to
implement alternative standards that are more specific to the energy
domain and the development of secure platform.

Usability

The standard provides the required detailed documentation
understandable to information security and management professionals.
The standard is widely used. Further supporting instructions are
available on online forums and websites e.g.
http://www.iso27001security.com

Interoperability

27001:2013 address alignment issues with other ISO management
standards.

Recommendations and
Enhancements

ISO published the ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 which extends the ISO/IEC
27000 set of standards to the domain of process control systems and
automation technology allowing the energy utility industry to
implement the ISMS in accordance with ISO/IEC 27001.
Telecommunication systems and components used in the process
control environment are covered by ISO/IEC 27011:2008 and are not
directly part of the scope of ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013.

Additional notes and
comments

The standard is generic and applicable to Mas2tering use cases. It
allows the possibility to define the scope of an ISMS based on the needs
of the organisation (Mas2tering Consortium). The use cases may be
defined as a scope of the ISMS.
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Table 4 ISO/IEC 27002 - Code of practice
ISO/IEC 27002 - Information technology — Security techniques — Code of practice for
information security controls
Description

ISO/IEC 27002 provides a list of information security control objectives
and best practice controls as guidance for organisations when selecting
and implementing information security controls.

Applicability

Guidelines on best practice information security controls.

Security and Privacy

The standard covers a range of security issues that aim to ensure
confidentiality, integrity and availability. The controls are high level
measures to counter risk from physical, human and technology based
threats. Privacy is included in the controls mainly for compliance
reasons.

Security Scope

The standard contains a comprehensive set of controls covering various
aspects of security concerns. The controls are intended to be
implemented to meet the requirements identified by a risk assessment.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

ISO/IEC 27002 is a generic standard which is part of a family of
standards (270xx) that are interrelated and complementary. The controls
described by standard can be implemented using other specific
standards and technologies. ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 provides
guidelines based on ISO/IEC 27002 for information security
management applied to process control systems as used in the energy
utility industry.

Adequacy

UC1

Medium

UC2

Medium

UC3

Medium

Benefits

The standard provides a comprehensive set of information security
controls with implementation guidance.

Problems and Gaps

The standard is generic and massive. It may be argued that it may not be
up to date with some of the advancing technologies e.g. cloud
computing. It could be used as a reference if ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 is
used in the project.

Usability

The standard provides the required detailed documentation
understandable to information security and management professionals.
The standard is widely used.

Interoperability

ISO/IEC 27001 uses ISO/IEC 27002 to specify suitable information
security controls within the ISMS. However, organisations can select
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and implement other controls, or even completely follow an alternative
set of information security controls.
Recommendations and
Enhancements

The ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 applies to the domain of process control
systems and automation technology. ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 is based
on the general standards ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 27002.
Telecommunication systems and components used in the process
control environment are covered by ISO/IEC 27011:2008.

Additional notes and
comments

As for ISO/IEC 27001, the standard is generic and applicable to
Mas2tering use cases. It allows the possibility to define the scope of an
ISMS based on the needs of the organisation (Mas2tering Consortium).
The use cases may be defined as a scope of the ISMS. The application
of all controls of ISO/IEC 27002:2013 is not a mandatory requirement
of ISO/IEC 27001:2013.

Table 5 ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 - Information security management guidelines based on
ISO/IEC 27002 for process control systems specific to the energy industry
ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 — Information technology — Security techniques — Information
security management guidelines based on ISO/IEC 27002 for process control systems specific
to the energy industry
Description

The ISO/IEC TR 27019:2013 extends the ISO/IEC 27000 set of
standards to the domain of process control systems and automation
technology. It allows the energy utility industry to implement a
standardised ISMS in accordance with ISO/IEC 27001. It covers process
control systems used by the energy utility industry for controlling and
monitoring the generation, transmission, storage and distribution of
electric power, gas and heat in combination with the control of
supporting processes. This includes distributed components of smart grid
environments. It addresses significant differences of the energy industry
with conventional IT regarding the development, operation and
maintenance of process control systems.

Applicability

Guidelines based on ISO/IEC 27002.

Security and Privacy

As with ISO/IEC 27002 it addresses confidentiality, integrity and
availability. In addition, it also addresses the increased development and
operational requirements with regard to their availability and integrity in
process control systems.

Security Scope

ISO/IEC TR 27019 amends the controls of ISO/IEC 27002:2005. The
application of all controls is not a mandatory requirement of ISO/IEC
27001:2013. All controls shall be determined based on the mandatory
risk assessment in accordance to ISO/IEC 27001:2013.
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Related Smart Grid
Standards

Other ISO/IEC 270xx standards particularly ISO/IEC 27002:2005 and
ISO/IEC 27001:2013. IEC 62443 particularly 62443-2-1 is relevant
requiring collaboration and alignment of the documents.

Adequacy

UC1

Low

UC2

Medium

UC3

Medium

Benefits

The standard is based on ISO/IEC 27002:2005. It follows the structure
of ISO/IEC 27002 and provides additional guidance for the energy
domain where appropriate.

Problems and Gaps

ISO/IEC TR 27019 must be used in conjunction with ISO/IEC 27002
since it does not incorporate its content. Other 270xx standards (e.g.
27001) may be required to understand the broader context.
Telecommunication systems and components used in the process control
environment are not directly part of the scope of ISO/IEC TR
27019:2013. These are covered by ISO/IEC 27011:2008.
The general scope of the standard is under discussion e.g. considering
limiting the standard to the smart grid.

Usability

The standard still requires ISO/IEC 27002 adding more requirements
and controls. As noted before, ISO/IEC 27002 is a massive standard.

Interoperability

ISO/IEC TR 27019 is still based on the older version of ISO/IEC 27002
i.e.2005.

Recommendations
and Enhancements

Discussions are ongoing regarding tailoring the standard more to the
smart grid and/or electricity industry.

Additional notes and
comments

Mas2tering consortium could possibly select and apply to the project a
subset of applicable control objectives and controls from ISO/IEC TR
27019 and ISO/IEC 27002.

Table 6 ISO/IEC 27005 - Information security risk management
ISO/IEC 27005 Information technology — Security techniques — Information security risk
management
Description

The standard provides guidelines for information security risk
management. It supports the general concepts specified in ISO/IEC
27001 and is designed to assist the satisfactory implementation of
information security based on a risk management approach.

Applicability

Guidelines for information security risk management
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Security and Privacy

The standard doesn't recommend any specific risk management method.
It provides a continual process consisting of a sequence of activities such
as establishing the context, identifying, analysing and evaluating risks
and risk treatment. The standard aims to cover various information
security risks that can affect confidentiality, integrity or availability
depending on defined scope and boundaries of the risk management
process.

Security Scope

This general standard is applicable to all types of risks that could
compromise an organization’s information security. The standard
describes some examples of high level vulnerabilities and threats under a
set of categories.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

Knowledge of the concepts, models, processes and terminologies
described in ISO/IEC 27001 and
ISO/IEC 27002 is important for a complete understanding of this
standard. ISO/IEC 27000 and 27001:2005 are essential references.

Adequacy

UC1

High

UC2

High

UC3

High

Benefits

Compatible risk management approaches exist such as EBIOS1.

Problems and Gaps

The standard describes risk management at the high level and requires
its implementation using a specific risk management approach.

Usability

ISO/IEC 27005 requires ISO/IEC 27000 and 27001:2005. It also
references ISO/IEC 27002. The standard is massive. However, the main
part is less than 30 pages.

Interoperability

The standard doesn't recommend or name any specific risk management
method. It is left to the organisation to implement a particular suitable
approach.

Recommendations
and Enhancements

A risk management method compatible with ISO/IEC 27005 should be
used in Mas2tering use cases.

Table 7 IEC 62443 - Industrial Automation and Control Systems Security
IEC 62443 (formerly ISA-99)
Description

1

IEC 62443 is a series of standards, technical reports and related
information that define procedures for implementing electronically
secure Industrial Automation and Control Systems (IACS).

http://www.ssi.gouv.fr/guide/ebios-2010-expression-des-besoins-et-identification-des-objectifs-de-securite/
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The thirteen standards and technical reports are organised into four
general categories viz General, Policies and Procedures, System and
Component.
Work is still in progress on many elements of IEC 62443
Applicability

The set of standards is a template for agreeing security policy and
architecture rather than a prescriptive standard.

Security and Privacy

It establishes the principles of creating multiple security layers within
each ‘zone’ rather than relying on security at the perimeter of the zone.
Also that connections between zones are referred to as ‘conduits’, which
(i) control access to zones, (ii) resist denial of service attacks, and (iii)
protect the integrity and confidentiality of network traffic. Security
zones is grouping of logical or physical assets that share common
security requirements.
Security Assurance Levels (SALs) are assessed for each security ‘zone’
using the 7 functional requirements specified within IEC 62443:
FR1 – Identification and authentication
FR2 – User control
FR3 – Data integrity
FR4 – Data confidentiality
FR5 – Restricted data flow
FR6 – Timely response to event
FR7 – Resource availability

Security Scope

The standards cover the whole process cycle from initial concept design
to architecture to product selection and implementation. The security
aspects are risk assessed at each stage and countermeasures implemented
where necessary.
Aims to identify and classify security risks for each ‘zone’, based on
threats, vulnerabilities and consequences. Each security ‘zone’ is
assigned a Security Assurance Level target, ranging from 1-4.

Related Smart Grid
Standards
Adequacy

It references other standards including ISO27000 and IEC 61508 / 61511

Benefits

UC1

Useful as a template

UC2

Useful as a template

UC3

Useful as a template

Useful as a template and references:




Securing external network communication paths into automation
networks
Securing internal network communication paths within
automation networks
Securing devices within automation networks

Problems and Gaps

It is a template for agreeing security policy and architecture rather than a
prescriptive standard.

Usability

The template appears readily adaptable to the purposes of Mas2tering.
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Interoperability

This is a template for agreeing security policy and architecture rather
than a prescriptive standard, but does reference other standards including
ISO27000 and IEC 61508 / 61511.

Additional notes and
comments

The principles and methodology underlying IEC-62443 are relevant to
Mas2tering.
Of the thirteen standards, those most applicable to Mas2tering appear to
be:
IEC 62443-1-3 System Security Compliance Metrics
IEC 62443-3-1 Security Technologies for IACS
IEC 62443-3-2 Security Risk Assessment and System Design
IEC 62443-3-3 System security requirements and security levels
IEC 62443-4-2 Technical Security Requirements for IACS Components

Table 8 IEC 62351 - Data and communications security
Power systems management and associated information exchange — Data and
communications security
Description

The scope of IEC 62351 series is information security for power system
control operations.
Part 1: Communication network and system security — Introduction to
security issues
Part 2: Glossary of terms
Part 3: Communication network and system security — Profiles
including TCP/IP
Part 4: Profiles including MMS
Part 5: Security for IEC 60870-5 and derivatives
Part 6: Security for IEC 61850
Part 7: Network and system management (NSM) data object models
Part 9: Interface Standard for Meter Reading
Part 8: Role-based access control
Part 10: Security architecture guidelines
In particular, parts 3 to 6 specify security standards for the IEC TC 57
communications protocols. Part 7 addresses the enhancement of overall
management of the communications networks supporting power system
operations.

Applicability

Technical specifications for telecontrol protocols.

Security and Privacy

Privacy is not addressed by the IEC 62351 series. However, data and
communication security is covered and it specifies how to provide
confidentiality, tamper detection, and message level authentication

Security Scope

This standard focuses on application layer authentication. Other security
concerns, such as encryption, are considered to be out of scope.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

IEC 62351 undertakes the development of standards for security of the
communications defined by IEC TC 57 (Power systems management
and associated information exchange), in particular the IEC 60870-5
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(systems used for telecontrol) series, the IEC 60870-6 series (systems
used for telecontrol in electrical engineering and power system
automation applications), the IEC 61850 series (design f electrical
substation automation), the IEC 61970 series (application program
interfaces for energy management systems (EMS)), and the IEC 61968
series (standards for information exchanges between electrical
distribution systems).
Part 4 describes how to secure ISO/IEC 9506 (Manufacturing
Automation Specification).
Adequacy

UC1

Low

UC2

Medium

UC3

Medium

Benefits

This standard is clearly focused on implementing security for power
system control operations. It could be of interest for UC2 and UC3 as it
provides a formal description of the messages to be exchanged.
Besides, it also provides a description of the threats that are addressed.

Problems and Gaps

This standard does not cover privacy issues. It only provides security
requirements for TCP/IP-based protocols.

Usability

This standard defines the specifications for implementing security for
telecontrol equipment and systems. It also provides a detailed formal
specification of the messages used by the authentication mechanism.

Interoperability

It is intended that this specification be referenced as a normative part of
IEC TC 57 standards that requires securing their TCP/IP-based
communication protocols.

Recommendations and
Enhancements

This standard only covers TCP/IP-based communications. Yet to be
identified whether there is any UDP/IP-based communications in
Mas2tering.

2.2.2.2

IEEE Standards

This subsection includes the evaluation of security standards published by IEEE organisation.
Table 9 IEEE C37.240-2014 - Standard Cybersecurity Requirements for Substation
Automation, Protection, and Control Systems
IEEE C37.240-2014 Standard Cybersecurity Requirements for Substation Automation,
Protection, and Control Systems
Description

This standard presents the minimal requirements for cybersecurity of
substations, independently of the voltage class of the assets. It considers
the feasibility of substation security taking into account: technical,
economic and operational feasibility and is based on several standards
and the best practices in industry in 2014.

Applicability

Infrastructure protection, substations
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Security and Privacy

Remote access, encryption, password management.

Security Scope

Access control, use control, data Integrity, data confidentiality, restrict
data flow, timely response to event, network resource availability

Related Smart Grid
Standards

NISTIR 7628 for interface between different substations equipment.

Adequacy

UC1

Not applicable within the home, core of UC1. Weakly
applicable for gateway communicating outside the home
with a district manager regarding remote access
management. Substation specifics not relevant.

UC2

Partly applicable to connect district level equipment such as
distributed storage and DER regarding remote access
management and SCADA availability concerns.

UC3

Partly applicable, depends on the actual implementation of
link boxes and related devices.

Benefits

Provides guidelines that consider technical, economic and operational
feasibility.

Problems and Gaps

The standard is mostly intended for substation automation, which are
currently outside the technical scope of Mas2tering.
The standard is quite short in the description of its contributions.

Usability

The standard gives high level guidelines for user authentication,
password management, logging and configuration management.
It also provides a mapping of CIA requirements to NISTIR 7628.

Interoperability

The standard does not propose technical solutions. Its concepts are based
on ISA99 and NISTIR 7628.

Additional notes and
comments

The standard can be used as a guideline for remote access management
solution in different use cases.

Table 10 IEEE 802 Wireless Security Standards
IEEE 802 Wireless Security Standards
Description

Several IEEE 802 sub standards cover security aspects of the 802
specification - a group of protocols that target communications over
local and wide area networks. 802.1X is concerned with Port Based
Network Access Control and specifically the use of Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP). IEEE 802.11i relates to wireless
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security. 802.1AE covers MAC level security and 802.1AR specifies
secure identity for devices.
Applicability

802.1X specifies the mechanism to deliver port based network access
control, protocols for establishing 802.1AE MAC level security and
facilitates the use of industry standard authorisation and authentication
protocols. 802.1AE specifies the requirements for conformance at the
MAC level, describes the techniques, and outlines the mechanisms for
the correct delivery and maintenance of quality of the security services.
802.1AR is concerned with device identification.

Security and Privacy

The 802.1X standard delivers secure logical port based network access
which is a technique that limits a node’s privileges until it is conformant
to the policies defined (a process known as remediation). Access is
granted or denied based on authentication of the connected node. The
standard applies that on a port (logical entity) by port basis at network
endpoints. 802.1AE specifies medial access layer (MAC) (a sub layer of
the data link layer in the OSI model) level security and quality
maintenance of quality of the security services. 802.1AR defines the
application of unique identifiers and the secure management of the
mapping to devices.

Security Scope

Covers local and wide area networks, both wired and wireless.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

This is a set of general IT domain standards that can be applied to secure
the smart grid when general / no domain specific standards are
employed.

Adequacy

UC1

802.1x, 802.11i, 802.1AE, 802.1AR

UC2

802.1x, 802.11i802.1AE, 802.1AR

UC3

802.1x, 802.1AE, 802.1AR

Benefits

Widely documented and not specific to smart grids. The wide scope and
modularity of the 802 standards means a set of project requirement could
be potentially addressed by the standards.

Problems and Gaps

The wide range of specifications means that an IT security specialist is
required to fully exploit the standards, and leverage the relevant tools
and software libraries.

Usability

Administration, configuration and testing tools should be widely
available due to the standards being nonspecific to the smart grid
domain.

Interoperability

Interoperable IEEE 802 based specifications. Regarding operation with
other standards frameworks such as EAP can be used to encapsulate
other ‘orthogonal’ mechanisms.
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2.2.2.3

IETF Standards

This subsection includes the evaluation of Internet security standards published by IETF organisation.

Table 11 IETF RFC 6272 - Internet Protocols for the Smart Grid
IETF RFC 6272 - Internet Protocols for the Smart Grid
Description

This RFC identifies the key aspects of internet protocol for smart grids
in order to ease their deployment in such a context. As such it provides a
list of relevant RFC for smart grid implementation.

Applicability

Guidelines for selection of data exchange protocols.

Security and Privacy

The standard considers the security of different layers of the OSI model.
It describes a security toolbox made of a few prominent standards and
tools (TLS, secure shell, PKI) and procedures. It also describes the
security aspect of non-security focused standards (e.g. DNS, SNMP).

Security Scope

Among the covered standard are security specific protocols such as the
TLS that explicitly deal with CIA requirements.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

Except for a reference to SGIP, the standard does not make reference to
smart grid protocols and is intended as a toolbox for building smart grid
applications.

Adequacy

UC1

Especially relevant as it considers HAN and AMI.

UC2

Especially relevant as it considers AMI and neighbourhood
access to a home.

UC3

Normally relevant for the use of standard communication
protocols.

Benefits

The standards describe the key technologies behind communication in
WAN (e.g. BGP) and LAN (e.g. ZigBee). It gives a thorough high level
view of these standards. Most of the communication standard are part of
the core of everyday communication through internet and as such must
be used. The standard moreover proposes a few network architecture
description and guidelines for AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure)
and HAN deployment, discussing their security aspects.

Problems and Gaps

No description of security of specific smart grid standard related to the
proposed architecture. The smart grid application considered are mostly
restricted to the home environment.

Usability

Most of the standards referenced are reference communication standards
which are readily available. As such their implementation is not
necessary.
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Interoperability

The set of standard described are already widely integrated within
themselves. They lack interoperability by smart grid specific protocols
but can easily be used as a tool box by any smart grid application.

Additional notes and
comments

This standard is an RFC of the IETF with the status “Informational”. It
is not on a standardization track; as such it actually serves as an
informational purpose.

Table 12 IETF RFC 5246 - Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol
IETF RFC 5246
Description

This standard presents the technical description of the version 1.2 of the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. The protocol is composed of
two layers: the TLS Record Protocol which ensure confidentiality and
integrity and the TLS Handshake Protocol used to negotiate the use of
encryption algorithm. It requires the existence of an underlying reliable
transport protocol, such as TCP.

Applicability

Implementation description.

Security and Privacy

Authentication, encryption, key exchange.

Security Scope

The standard covers confidentiality and integrity.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

No relation to smart grids inside the standard. The IETF RFC 6272 and
the IEEE PC37.240 makes explicit reference to TLS as a way of
ensuring the integrity of data on the move.

Adequacy

UC1

Applicable to secure data transmission outside the HAN from
the gateway.

UC2

Applicable to secure data transmission.

UC3

Applicable to secure data transmission.

Benefits

Provides easy to use strong encryption and authentication primitives.

Problems and Gaps

No foreseen disadvantages.

Usability

Implementations of this standard are readily and freely available. Use of
these implementations is easy.

Interoperability

This protocol is located at the transport level of the OSI models and as
such can be used transparently by an application to make its
communication secure.

Additional notes and
comments

Either this standard or IPSec, described in the following table, should be
used in Mas2tering to make all communication within the MAS platform
secure by default. Mas2tering security architecture will need however a
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sophisticated PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) deployment, which is
based on functionalities described in this standard, but requires protocols
and guidelines not described in this standard.

Table 13 IPSec
IPSec
Description

IPSec is a set of open protocols aiming at securing the IP protocol,
authenticating and encrypting each IP packet. It can be used to either
transport or tunnel securely data. Its basis is made of 3 parts:
Authentication Headers providing integrity and authentication,
Encapsulating Security Payloads providing confidentiality and
authentication, and lastly Security Associations (SA) providing
management of parameters. The technical details are described in several
RFC.

Applicability

Can be used in the software implementation.

Security and Privacy

This standard is about communication security.

Security Scope

Integrity, confidentiality, authentication.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

No smart grid standards referenced within the standard. The IETF RFC
6272 makes explicit reference to TLS as a way of ensuring the integrity
of data on the move.

Adequacy

UC1

Applicable to secure data transmission outside the HAN from
the gateway.

UC2

Applicable to secure data transmission.

UC3

Applicable to secure data transmission.

Benefits

Provides easy to use strong encryption and authentication primitives.

Problems and Gaps

No foreseen disadvantages.

Usability

Implementations of this standard are readily and freely available. Use of
these implementations is easy.

Interoperability

This protocol is located at the internet level of the OSI models and as
such can be used transparently by an application to make its
communication secure.

Additional notes and
comments

Either this standard or TLS should be used in Mas2tering to make by
default all communication within the MAS platform secure. Mas2tering
security architecture will need however a sophisticated PKI (Public Key
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Infrastructure) deployment, which is based on such functionalities, but
requires protocols and guidelines not described in this standard.

2.2.2.4

NIST Standards

This section covers NIST 7628 the Guidelines for Smart Grid Cybersecurity from the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
Table 14 NIST 7628 - Guidelines for Smart Grid Cybersecurity
NIST 7628 - Guidelines for Smart Grid Cybersecurity
Description

This standard is a threefold guideline for smart grid cybersecurity.
Volume 1 - Smart Grid Cybersecurity Strategy, Architecture, and HighLevel Requirements
Volume 1 provides a framework that can be used to implement
cybersecurity strategies for smart grids. It helps assessing risk and
identifying security requirements.
Volume 2 - Privacy and the Smart Grid
Volume 2 is related to information sharing, and considers four levels of
privacy (personal information, personal privacy, behavioural privacy,
personal communications privacy).
Volume 3 - Supportive Analyses and References
Volume 3 provides classes of potential vulnerabilities for the smart grid,
identifies specific protocols, interfaces, applications and best practices
that should be used to solve smart grid cybersecurity problems.

Applicability

Requirements, Guidelines, Implementation

Security and Privacy

The standard identifies seven domains within the smart grid
(Transmission, Distribution, Operations, Generation, Markets, Customer,
and Service Provider), and proposes logical interfaces and allocates them
to a logical interface category, where security-related characteristics are
similar. In particular, the standard’s Appendix E covers privacy use cases.

Security Scope

The guideline is comprehensive and embraces the full life-cycle for
securing a smart grid system, from risk analysis, through cybersecurity
requirement elicitation to the implementation of a secure smart grid. It
provides a detailed list of security requirements for the smart grid
assigned to the identified logical interface categories.

Related Smart Grid
Standards

This standard references the NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart
Grid Interoperability Standards, Release 2.0 (NIST Special Publication
1108), which adds 22 standards, specifications, and guidelines to the 75
standards NIST recommended as being applicable to the smart grid.

Adequacy

UC1

High
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UC2

Medium

UC3

Medium

Benefits

This standard addresses cybersecurity for smart grid systems, and
provides architecture diagrams for each logical interface category.
Besides, it specifies high-level security requirements for the smart grid
for each of the logical interface categories.

Problems and Gaps

No problem or gap is identified. This standard matches Mas2tering needs.

Usability

The standard clearly set definitions, interfaces and security objectives. It
also provides use cases where cybersecurity requirements, stakeholders
and data privacy recommendations are identified.

Interoperability

This standard was developed by the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel
(SGIP). It is a companion document to the NIST Framework and
Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards.

Recommendations
and Enhancements

This standard is comprehensive and covers all if not most of the security
aspects addressed by Mas2tering.

Additional notes and
comments

Privacy is also addressed by NIST SP 800-53 Standard.

2.2.2.5

OASIS Standards

This subsection covers the evaluation of XACML standard [11] developed by the OASIS consortium
[12].
Table 15 XACML
eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)
Description

XACML defines a declarative attribute-based access control (ABAC)
policy language, an architecture, and a model describing how to evaluate
access requests according to the rules defined in policies.

Applicability

The standard is implementation focused.

Security and Privacy

XACML is an Attribute Based Access Control system (ABAC) but can
be used for Role Based Access Control (RBAC). A Policy Decision Point
(PDP) makes access control decisions based on the attributes related to an
authorisation request evaluated against XACML policies. The decision is
enforced by a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). ABAC can have both
security and privacy applications. It can be used to describe privacy
requirements as a set of obligations referring to resources.

Security Scope

XACML is a standard for access control. Further layers of security and
privacy protection for applications are normally required including
securing the access control components and messages.
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Related Smart Grid
Standards

No known usage of XACML in smart grid standards.

Adequacy

UC1

High.

UC2

Medium.

UC3

Low.

Benefits

XACML can be used to provide access control to HAN appliances in
UC1 ensuring only solicited access is permitted including actuation of
devices and data retrieval.

Problems and Gaps

XACML is not sufficient to provide full security to consumers. Other
security mechanisms are required including authentication. Scalability
and complexity of the standard can cause problems.

Usability

XACML policies are difficult to read and edit particularly for normal
consumers.

Interoperability

XACML implementations can be integrated into smart grid home
technologies. They can be deployed locally or as a cloud service. A PEP
needs to control access locally.

Recommendations
and Enhancements

XACML implementation can provide a flexible technology that add a
defence layer against intrusions into consumers’ homes.

Additional notes and
comments

XACML is still not widely adopted by enterprises.
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3

Security and Privacy in Smart Grid, MAS technologies
and FIWARE GEs

This chapter describes security capabilities of existing technologies that are particularly relevant to
Mas2tering. It also analyses related EU projects including the adequacy of their implemented solutions
for use in Mas2tering.

3.1

Security and Privacy of Technologies Considered in Mas2tering

This section presents the analysis of the security and privacy of a number of technologies that have been
selected to be used in the Mas2tering platform. These technologies include JADE platform and its
extensions, relevant HAN technologies including JEMMA and FIWARE Generic Enablers.
3.1.1

JADE

JADE (Java Agent Development) is a popular MAS platform. It has been selected in order to provide
the basis, on top of which the Multi-agent system for Mas2tering solution will be built. As such, it will
play a central role in Mas2tering, and this is why we study it from a security point on view in this
section. We first review the architecture of JADE and then describe how Security is tackled in JADE.
3.1.1.1

Basic JADE architecture

JADE is a distributed agent platform, which is composed of several Jade Agent Containers, running on
different physical hosts. Each agent container may contain any number of agents, whereas there is only
one main container, which contains special agents providing services that are unique to the platform:
the AMS (Agent Management System) and the DF (Directory Facilitator). Figure 1 shows an example
of a JADE platform that is distributed over several physical hosts.

Figure 1: JADE Agent platform distributed over several containers2
Agents are Java threads with communication capabilities, provided by the platform allowing them to
communicate with any other agent transparently of the physical location. Services in JADE are either
provided as kernel services, which can be easily extended by add-ons, or can be provided by dedicated
agents, as it is the case with AMS and DF.
2

http://jade.tilab.com/doc/programmersguide.pdf
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The communication mechanism between agents is implemented differently depending on their
respective physical location. If the agents are hosted in the same container, Java events are used; if the
agents are located on the same hosts but in different container, RMI is used; if the agents are located on
different platform instances, MTS (Message Transfer Service) is utilised. Messages are handled either
by an IMTP (Internal Message Transfer Protocol) or by MTP (Message Transport Protocol) in the case
messages are transmitted between distant hosts. MTP encodes the FIPA-ACL messages with which the
agents communicate over transport layers. Jade already counts on implemented transfer protocols,
namely: CORBA IIOP and HTTP, which are used by default. It is possible to use further protocols by
adding plugins and configuring JADE to use them.
Distributed systems require greater attention to security issues, especially on multi agent systems that
are composed of autonomous agents. The basic version of JADE has a number of security shortcomings,
namely:
-

Messages are not authenticated: it is possible to forge messages and insert them in the current
conversations between agents to induce the agents in an erroneous state.

-

Messages are not encrypted: it is straightforward to eavesdrop on the traffic and extract
private information from the agents.

-

Agents are not authenticated: any agent can join a platform, even malicious ones, which may
acquire private information or attack the system.

-

Access rights of agents are not controlled: any agent can communicate with any other agent
and call any service.

While this platform is a core part of the Mas2tering implementation, further effort is required for
providing high security to the system.
3.1.1.2

JADE-S

Due to the previous limitations of the basic JADE platform, an add-on was developed to tackle all the
above mentioned issues. This add-on is called JADE-S, and it focuses on protecting JADE-based multi
agent systems against security attacks. In the following, we describe JADE-S analysing its features and
its limitations.
JADE-S, which is the combination of JADE and the JADE security add-on, is the most prominent
security extension of JADE, which was developed by Telecom Italia. JADE-S is publicly distributed
on JADE’s website and has been studied, used, and tested extensively. Figure 2 shows the architecture
of JADE-S.

Figure 2: Architecture of JADE-S [20]
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JADE-S provides four additional kernel services: security service (authentication), permission service
(authorization), signature service (message signature), and encryption service (message encryption). In
the following, we provide a short description on each of the provided services:


Agent authentication is based on JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service). It is
used to authenticate agents, and can be connected to a number of login modules. A login module
checks login and password following an authentication protocol. All the agents and containers
must be authenticated. Each time a user wants to attach a container to the platform, it has to
authenticate it by providing a password. All the agents inside an authenticated container are
authenticated. The login modules supported by JADE-S are Unix, Windows NT, Kerberos and
plaintext password files. However, JAAS is designed to use plugins and as such new login
modules can be written, for instance for LDAP authentication.



The permission service enforces on users a set of rules defined in an ACL (Access Control
List). The organisation of the rules revolves around the concept of principals, roles and
resources. A principal is an entity that can take action and be held accountable. Users,
containers, agents and external entities are principals. Roles are groups where principals can be
added or removed, and to which permission on resources are attached. Permissions can be
delegated. The ACL is stored in a file, which uses JAAS syntax. All actions that agents can
perform in the platform, except for mobility, can be permitted or denied, and are by default
denied [21]. Such actions are the default Java access to resources and JADE-S specific rights
to create/destroy principals (except users) and to send/receive messages. There is a global
policy file in the main container, applying globally, and there can be other policy files local for
each container, applying locally. Communications restrictions are limited as they do not restrict
the usage of services provided by the agents. Finer control can be obtained by coding
intermediary agents enforcing additional access control.



Message signature enforces message integrity and non-repudiation. In JADE-S, each agent
owns a public and a private key pair by means of which it can sign in and encrypt messages.
The verification of the message’s integrity is done automatically, whereas non-authenticated
messages produce a failure message. Message signing and verification is done with the JCE
(Java Cryptographic Extension). The main container serves the role of a CA (Certification
Authority), thereby guaranteeing the authenticity of all the agents present in the MAS.



Encryption provides message confidentiality. It is done in JADE-S by encrypting all the FIPAACL messages the agent exchange with SSL using the JSSE (Java Secure Socket Extension).
In JADE-S, only agent messages are encrypted, whereas messages used by the platform for its
management are transmitted without encryption. Among such information sent in clear text are
the passwords used by the JADE-S security service, which is a very serious security issue. In
order to mitigate this issue it is necessary to put in place SSL connections for the IMTP. Such
a secure connection is however available in JADE-S and it is implemented using mutually
authenticated SSL connections between containers. Such an approach requires each container
to have a certificate of its own and to possess the certificate of all the other containers it needs
to communicate with, which can cause a scalability issue. Another consequence is that it
requires each user to possess a certificate, which can be problematic for some users.

JADE-S also has a number of shortcomings, which were tackled in several academic papers.
Unfortunately, no code is publicly available for these improvements. JADE-S is still under
development, and does not cover all necessary features to secure MAS entirely. Below, a list of
identified shortcomings in the state of the art:


The message permissions are quite generic and limited since they only provide the possibility
to determine the permission to send and receive messages to/from owners or agents.



Although it provides user/agent based permissions, it is not possible to determine own user
specific permissions.
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The encryption service cannot guarantee a secure channel for authentication and platform
managing commands.



The documentation on JADE-S is still poor.

3.1.2

JEMMA

JEMMA (Java-based Energy ManageMent Application) is an open-source LGPL modular framework
that facilitates the development of home energy management (monitoring and control) applications [18]
It has been developed by Telecom Italia, one founding member of the non-profit Energy@home
Association [19]. Current release is version 0.9.
The Energy Management System can be executed on a Home Gateway that is able to collect energy
data (metering information) from the Home Area Network (HAN), and publish them in the Home
Network (HN) and the Wide Area Network (WAN).
JEMMA supports the ZigBee Home Automation 1.2 and the ZigBee Gateway Device standards.
JEMMA offers open APIs for GUIs, cloud services and third party services, and device abstraction
layer APIs for connecting hardware devices as shown in the next figure.

Figure 3: JEMMA (source: http://ismb.github.io/jemma/)
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Figure 4: JEMMA architecture
This framework provides access to:




JEMMA appliances configuration GUI
Java Gal GUI
Apache Felix OSGi Web Console

Figure 5: JEMMA appliances configuration GUI
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Figure 6: Java Gal GUI (ZigBee Admin Console)
The Apache Felix Web Console, as shown below, allows starting, updating or deleting OSGi bundles.

Figure 7: Apache Felix OSGi Web Console
The default configuration of the JEMMA framework provides a HTTP access to the web portals
depicted above, while one could expect to get a HTTPS connection instead. The configuration file
config.ini allows activating easily the HTTPS protocol, though. However, it can be also observed
that this configuration file contains a plain text password for accessing to Apache Felix OSGi Web
Console, which is clearly not compliant with the state of the art! In addition, it seems that this
configuration file is not protected against any alteration, and anyone with a write access profile could
modify the parameters. It is then important to offer the right level of protection to this file.
All JEMMA features can be accessed remotely through a web-based RESTful APIs (more precisely:
DAL WEB APIs - Device Abstraction Layer WEB APIs). JEMMA can also expose and virtualize as
REST resources any smart appliance, energy storage or generation devices. REST APIs are used to
provide access to Device and Function services
JEMMA has a number of security shortcomings, namely:


Encryption: JEMMA framework supports the HTTPS protocol. However, it is unknown if it
is possible to configure the cipher suites.



Message signature: HTTP GET and POST requests are not signed. It is possible to forge fake
messages.
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Authentication & access control: No authentication is available. Any device can retrieve,
through a HTTP GET request, a list of all available devices, including the device unique ID,
which can be used to directly access to the device. Similarly, a HTTP GET request can be
used to retrieve the list of the available functions supported by a device.



Access rights: A mere HTTP POST request can be used to invoke a remote operation on a
function. Prior successful authentication or access control is not required.

3.1.3

FIWARE Generic Enablers (GEs)

Mas2tering security requirements can be satisfied through a range of solutions including secure
development life cycle (built-in security) and usage of secure external functional components and
security tools which can include the GEs. The following are the titles of the Mas2tering requirements
specified particularly for the GEs:
52 GE latency on communication
53 GE low hardware resource constraints
54 GE Java Application servers’ compatibility
55 GE standard secure algorithms and protocols
56 GE documentation quality
57 GE stability
59 GE dependency handling
61 GE interoperability
62 GE connection confidentiality
63 GE data protection
64 GE on java web server
51 Identity management
65 GE flexibility in deployment
FIWARE GEs are currently categorised under seven categories, each focusing on a certain technology
area e.g. security, IoT service enablement. D5.1 included discussion of a set of GEs that may be of
relevance to the requirements of Mas2tering. Most of the evaluated GEs are in the security area
including Identity Management GE, Security Monitory GE, Content Based Security GE and
Authorization PDP GE. The following are some of the security-related considerations regarding the
integration of the GEs into the Mas2tering platform:

3

-

Assurance regarding the reliability and robustness of the security functions requires intensive
testing and wide user community and feedback regarding potential vulnerabilities. Based on
the experience of TSSG in using the GEs the current versions lack satisfactory security
assurance from the aspects described and often subject to runtime errors.

-

The instability of the FIWARE catalogue such as the removal of GEs and consequent loss of
developer support, access to updates, etc. This also affects the reliance on the continuity of the
security services provided by the GEs. Since the start of Mas2tering project Content Based
Security GE has been removed and the Security Monitoring GE is deprecated.

-

In addition, in the context of another EU project Finesce3 , TSSG carried out comparison of the
current quality of the GEs to alternative commercial and open source software based on a set

http://www.finesce.eu/
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of criteria such as performance, compatibility, usability, reliability and maintainability. The
results of the comparison show that alternatives are often scoring higher possibly due to their
level of maturity compared to the more recently developed GEs.
-

Dependency of some of the security GEs on other GEs can further complicate their usage in
Mas2tering platform and expose the platform to more cascading errors.

-

Some of the GEs are only available as an online service which makes it impossible or difficult
to evaluate their security and becomes more reliant on trust in the competence and integrity of
their service providers.

Despite the drawbacks described above, there seems to be active development going on to improve the
GEs and progress their technology readiness level. Mas2tering project has identified alternative
components that provide more reliable and stable functions. Such components include PANDA (access
control to the HAN), ARX anonymization, JADE framework, cloud synchronization and forecasting
service. These components are detailed in other deliverables such as D5.3.
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3.2

EU Research and Development for Smart Grid Cyber Security

This section discusses technologies developed and implemented as part of EU projects and EU R&D
focused on cyber security. Tables in this section include description of the following projects:
-

SPARKS - Smart Grid Protection Against Cyber Attacks;
SESAME - Securing the European Electricity Supply Against Malicious and accidental
thrEats;
AFTER - A Framework for electrical power sysTems vulnerability identification, dEfense
and Restoration;
SCISSOR – Security in Trusted SCADA and Smart Grids;
SEGRID - Security for Smart Electricity GRIDs.

The listed projects have been selected based on their relevancy to cyber security technologies applied
to the energy network. They have been then analysed in terms of general objectives, cyber security
objectives, components and services developed, demonstration activities and relevance to the
Mas2tering project.
Table 16 SPARKS- Smart Grid Protection Against Cyber Attacks
Smart Grid Protection Against Cyber Attacks (SPARKS)
Project Information
General scope of
the project

Focusing on medium and low voltage power distribution network, SPARKS
aims to secure network connected and remotely controlled equipment, such as
substation monitoring and control systems, Distributed energy Resources and
flexible loads included in Demand Response programs. Moreover a focus on
micro grids security aims to ensure a decentralized resilient power supply in
the event of grid-disconnection.

Cyber security
objectives

-

Identification of challenges related to risk assessment for smart grids,
including understanding of cyber-physical risks, connections between
legacy systems and new smart grid systems;

-

Evaluating of a risk assessment method for smart grid, namely the SGIS
Toolbox developed by SGIS working group of CEN-CENELEC-ETSI;

-

Development of models for assessing vulnerability of smart grid control
loops such as the ones based on the Volt-VAR management in medium
and low voltage distribution networks, including understanding of the
physical risk associated with a cyber-attack also on micro grids;

-

Providing a summary and a rationalization of security reference
architectures proposed by standard bodies and commercial offering from
organizations for the detection and analysis of cyber-attacks, and other
threads like mis-configurations, to smart grid and provision of control
strategies aiming to ensure resilience of the grid.

-

Intrusions to SCADA ICS including devices that use both standards
protocols, like IEC 61850, and Manufacturer Message Specific – MMS –
devices, targeting specific vulnerabilities of such hybrid systems. Cyberattacks and mis-configurations directed to Automatic Metering
Infrastructures – AMIs.

Targeted security
threats
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Methodologies developed aim to detect intrusions by combining signature
based approaches with stateful analysis and anomaly detection processes;
Side channel attacks directed to Advanced Metering Infrastructures –
AMIs – by investigating the use of hardware implemented Physical
Unclonable Functions – PFUs – on smart meters and gateways in order to
provide authentication protocols generating cryptographic key to protect
confidentiality of metered data exchanged.

-

End date

31st March 2017

URL

https://project-sparks.eu/

Cyber security components and services
Physical
components

Hardware PFU – Physical Unclonable Functions – integrated in Smart Meters
(interim)

Software

Multi-attribute SCADA Intrusion Detection System – IDS – for systems using
IEC 61850 protocol based on whitelist, stateful analysis and anomaly detection
approaches from machine learning algorithms;
Security Information Analytics – SIA – device agnostic platform including two
components:

Commercial
services

-

Static rule analyser, which compare data against a database of expected
behaviours;

-

Smart auto analyser (under development) based on machine learning
procedures aiming identification of patterns and cluster in data and
definition of normal behaviour, so helping identification of divergences;

SPARKS Stakeholder Workshops: Series of workshops where members of the
stakeholders group are invited in order to raise their awareness of smart grid
cyber security issues as well as supporting industry members in the
development of world-leading protective measures.
Members receive privileged access to projects results and can provide
requirements and feedbacks related to project activities.

Demonstration activities
Scope

Evaluation and Demonstration of the scientific and technological outcomes of
the project in realistic scenarios (ongoing).
Smart grid test bed facilities include the AIT SmartEST Lab, the NIMBUS
micro grid and the large-scale distribution network provided by partner SWW
Wunsiedel.

Main results

-

Adequacy to Mas2tering
Adequacy

SPARKS is particularly adequate to Mas2tering since it targets cyber security
issues in the MV and LV grids. The software and methodologies developed in
SPARKS could be considered for the elicitation of the Mas2tering cyber
security requirements.

Comments

Members of the SPARK project should be included in the Mas2tering Value
Driven Advisory Group.
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Table 17 Securing the European Electricity Supply Against Malicious and accidental thrEats
(SESAME)
Securing the European Electricity Supply Against Malicious and accidental thrEats
(SESAME)
Project information
General scope of
the project

To develop a Decision Support System (DSS) for the protection of the
European energy system against malicious and accidental/natural attacks.
Attacks are both physical (directed to components) and cyber (directed to
monitoring systems, control and communication architecture, and so on).
The brief scope is to keep the electricity supply safe. In order to do this
SESAME develops a prototype software package and a comprehensive
regulatory framework for the security of electricity system in Europe.

Cyber security
objectives

The following objectives related to cyber security are targeted.
Concerning the decision making support tool:
-

Identify vulnerabilities of the grid (including generation plants) and
detect their origins;

-

Accurately estimate the impact/damage of network failures;

-

Identify measures to prevent the occurrence of outages;

-

Identify measures to accelerate the restoration of the grid (ranked
based on effectiveness and cost-benefit);

-

Perform contingency analysis of transmission and distribution
networks and generation facilities;

-

Detect repetitive and long-term erroneous trends in the security of
energy supply.

Concerning the regulatory framework, to deal with:
-

Economics of electricity security

-

Technology and innovation policy

-

Regulatory schemes at both national and the EU level

Targeted security
threats

Cyber security attacks include attacks directed towards monitoring systems,
control and communication architecture.

End date

31/08/2014

URL

https://www.sesame-project.eu/

Cyber security components and services
Software

Prototype of a Decision Support System (DSS) for the identification and
prevention of attacks, including:
-

System specification

-

Physical network modelling and optimal operational decision
simulator (IRS)

-

Vulnerability identification module

-

Economic losses assessment module
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Other results

-

User interface and system integration

-

Web-based applications

Security of Electricity Supply (SES) indicators in Europe

Demonstration activities
Scope

Implementation of the DSS to two regional electricity grid in Austria and
Romania

Main results

Initial feedback from involved stakeholders; authorities perspective in Austria
and TSO perspective in Romania

Adequacy to Mas2tering
Adequacy

Partially adequate to Mas2tering, since it mainly targets the transmission grid
(TSO) and the generation plants.

Table 18 A Framework for electrical power sysTems vulnerability identification, dEfense and
Restoration (AFTER)
A Framework for electrical power sysTems vulnerability identification, dEfense and
Restoration (AFTER)
Project information
General scope of
the project

AFTER targets the issues related to vulnerability evaluation and contingency
planning of the energy grids and generation plants. In particular AFTER aims
at enhancing the TSO’s capabilities in creating, monitoring and managing
secure interconnected electrical power system infrastructures.

Cyber security
objectives

The following objectives related to cyber security are targeted:

Targeted security
threats

-

Identify boundaries of the integrated power and ICT systems, identify
and classify hazards, threats and system vulnerabilities and define
indicators for selected vulnerabilities;
- Develop methodologies to cope with threads and vulnerabilities
(including risk estimation and assessment, algorithms for defence
plans, algorithms for restoration plans;
- Develop tools and techniques to cope with threads and vulnerabilities
(including prototypes tools for risk assessment, defence and
restoration);
- Develop concepts and techniques for physical and cyber security
(including sensing, monitoring and software agent technologies for
security, monitoring and early warning).
AFTER targets in particular cascading events, consisting of vulnerable patterns
which require delicate control systems. These control systems need to be
protected against malicious attacks

End date

31/12/2014

URL

http://www.after-project.eu/Layout/after/

Cyber security components and services
Software

-

Global risk assessment tool (available online). This is able to elaborate
probabilistic models for threats, component vulnerabilities and failures for
TSOs.
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-

-

Physical security support tool, devoted to detect and provide early warning
of physical intrusion into energy system facilities including power plants
and substation. The system is based on advanced algorithms to manage
cameras.
Decision support tool for restoration, finalised at minimising the system
restoration time after a failure and build new restoration strategies

Adequacy to Mas2tering
Only partially adequate to Mas2tering. AFTER targets more physical than
cyber security issues and also targets TSOs and transmission system. However
some of the methodologies developed for risk assessments and early warning
systems could be used and adapted to the scope of Mas2tering.

Adequacy

Table 19 SCISSOR – Security in Trusted SCADA and Smart Grids
SCISSOR – Security in Trusted SCADA and Smart Grids
Project information
General scope of
the project

SCISSOR’s general scope deals with the design of a new generation SCADA
security monitoring framework, as those systems have been recognised as the
weakest components of smart grids.

Cyber security
objectives

-

Targeted security
threats

Development of tools for monitoring of traffic probes including
programmable traffic analysis, provision of new pervasive sensing
technologies, system and software integrity verification, automatic
detection and object classification using smart cameras;
Control and coordination of probes and sensors enforcing cryptographic
protection by means of certificate-less identity/attribute-based encryption
scheme.
Cyber-attacks to SCADA systems based on commercial common low cost
equipment such as Windows and Linux based industrial PCs or servers,
commercial switches and embedded systems, and relying on the same Standard
Internet Protocols ( TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, UDP, etc.).

End date

31/12/2017

URL

http://scissor-project.com/

Cyber security components and services
Software

SCISSOR HMI, a user friendly human machine interface presenting to the
human end user a real time view of SCADA system behaviour.

Adequacy to Mas2tering
Adequacy

Partially adequate to Mas2tering. Although still at the beginning and targeting
SCADA systems, SCISSOR shows many potential interaction with the
Mas2tering solution

Comments

To be evaluated again once the initial results of SCISSOR will be available.

Table 20 SEGRID - Security for Smart Electricity GRIDs
SEGRID - Security for Smart Electricity GRIDs
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Project information
General scope of
the project

The main scope of SEGRID is the enhancement of smart grids protection
against cyber-attacks. In order to do this SEGRID uses a risk management
approach and a number of uses cases, these allowing definition of requirement
for security, gaps identification for current technologies used for smart grid
security and related standards and regulation frameworks. Novel security
measures for smart grids will be developed and tested as main output of the
project.

Cyber security
objectives

SEGRID project focuses on the following cyber security objective:
- Identification of threats and pathways for future potential cyber-attacks
related to the identified use cases (SEGRID use cases);
- Gap analysis between the security requirements of SEGRID use cases
and currently available solutions to cyber security issues;
- Development of new security measures and methods for privacy,
communication and security of systems included into smart grids;
- Test of the proposed solutions in a realistic environment (SITE Security Integration Test Environment);
- Evaluation and improvement of currently available risk management
methodologies in order to make them capable to identify and assess the
risk factors that will be keys to the future smart grids of 2020 using a
“gradually evolving system” approach.

Targeted security
threats

No specific security threat is yet targeted by the project, instead it focuses on
security and privacy of the smart grid as a whole, that is intended as a “system
of systems”, in the following use cases:
1) Smart meter used for on-line reading of consumption and technical
data;
2) Load balancing renewable energy centrally;
3) Dynamic power management for smart homes, smart offices, and
electric vehicles;
4) Load balancing renewable energy regionally (substation automation);
5) Automatic reconfiguration of the power grid.

End date

30/09/2017

URL

http://www.segrid.eu/

Cyber security components and services
- Improvement of the Cyber Security Modelling Language (CySeMoL),
originally developed by KHT in FP7 Viking, in order to extend its
functionalities to obtain a better coverage of issues related to smart grids in
general and to the SEGRID use cases in particular as well as to develop
automatic generation of model from existing infrastructures;
- Privacy-by-design toolbox, including new privacy design patterns and
homomorphic encryption techniques aiming to collect less personal
sensitive data without affecting the required functionalities.
Adequacy to Mas2tering
Software

Adequacy

Very adequate to Mas2tering, since it targets tools and methodologies similar
to those required in Mas2tering. In particular, aspects like privacy by design
and encryption are in common.
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4

Guidelines on Addressing Vulnerabilities and Risks in
Standards, Technologies and Implementations for
Mas2tering

This chapter provides guidelines and recommendations in relation to standards and technologies in
Mas2tering and possible improvements. It also includes guidelines and recommendations for security
testing of components developed in Mas2tering as planned for the use cases.

4.1

Recommended technologies and standards for improvements

4.1.1

Recommendations for security implementation

Section 2.2 gave an overview of available standards for security implementation. This section will
present the recommended standards and solutions from the security point of view in order to address
security requirements presented in Annex A. The table below describes the standards that should be
implemented in Mas2tering.
Table 21 Recommended Standard and Technologies
Standard
& Recommendations
technology name

Requirement

TLS (IETF RFC This standard could secure communication to the R-Sec-19
5246)
Historical data and Forecasting service. It is a good
solution to ensure confidentiality and integrity in
centralized architecture. However, the use of a PKI
makes this standard heavy to deploy in decentralized
architecture with client authentication. Certificate
Authority used to sign the server certificate MUST be
deployed in each Energy Box.
An authentication mechanism MUST be used to
authenticate the Energy Box to the service.
ZigBee

This standard, with at least AES profile activated could R-Sec-04, R-Sec-07,
be used to secure device to Energy box communication. R-Sec-18, R-Sec-19,
Key association phase MUST be done in a secure R-Sec-27
environment.

Secure Stateless This technology, provided by CASSIDIAN, is an R-Sec-07, R-Sec-11,
Communication
evolution of TLS adapted to :
R-Sec-17, R-Sec-18,
R-Sec-19, R-Sec-24,
- Stateless communication: no key negotiation
R-Sec-27
phase for each session, security elements are
exchanged during an association phase.
-

Decentralized architecture: no need for a PKI, a
device manager is in charge of managing keys.

This technology should be used to secure MAS
communication, and eventually, to secure device to
gateway communication, if no secure environment is
available for key association.
In case of implementation of this solution for device and
MAS communication security, on Device Manager per
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area should be deployed. One at HAN area, the other at
aggregator level.
XACML

XACML based access control engine MUST be available R-Sec10, R-Sec-11
locally or remotely for decision regarding access to home
devices and other resources.

In addition to this table recommendation, some cross standards and technology point should be taken
into account:
- Each standard and technology MUST implement logging capacities in order to log any
abnormal behaviour. This is needed to detect any attacks on the system. For example, the
following events are abnormal behaviour:
o XACML deny response
o Secure Stateless Communication invalid token
o ZigBee unknown security key
o TLS unknown certificate issuer
- Each standard and technology MUST follow ENISA recommendation in terms of
cryptographic algorithms and key sizes ([2]). Weak keys or algorithm could lead to privacy
issues. Above are some example of ENISA key size recommendations:
o For RSA algorithms, key size must be at least 2048 bits
o For ECC keys, at least 224 bits
o For AES keys, at least 128 bits
4.1.2

Recommendations for privacy implementation

Since the technological developments in the area of the communication and ICT systems started to play
a key role at human life to make it easier, it also created some potential threats for the personal life such
as unwanted access to the personal data. These unwanted intrusion attacks are against to human rights.
This right has been protected under the article 7 and 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights [14].
Personal data protection has been legislated under the Conventions of the Council of Europe,
specifically, at the convention 108 on 1981 and at the European convention of the human right article
8 1950 [14] to protect and respect individuals’ personal information during automatic data processes
[15]. The data protection legislative instruments have been activated according to Directive 95/46E on
data protection, and Directive 2002/58/EC on e-privacy, Directive 2006/24/EC on the data retention,
and EC Regulation 45/2001 on the personal data processing. Hence, the personal data protection became
one of the most important issues for policy makers. The data protection process can differ from one
country to another. Thus, EC Data protection working party proposed guidelines on anonymising
personal data [16]. Similarly, the US government also provided a risk based approach to protect the
confidentiality. They have released guidelines to protect personal info, and they have stated that the
best way to protect personal data is to De-Identify the information which means that to anonymize the
information as EC data protection suggested [17]. The guidelines and EC data protection working
groups suggestions are stating that to protect personal details using anonymization approach, the
following technologies can be utilised; generalizing the data, suppressing the data, swapping the data,
replacing data with the average value [17].
Further, the EC - Data Protection Working Party stated that the personal data needs to be masked to
prevent the personal identity from intruders’ attack using anonymization technologies such as kanonymity, noise addition, permutation, differential privacy aggregation, l-diversity and t-closeness
[16].
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4.2

Security Testing and Verification of Platform Components

Mas2tering intends to assess the effectiveness of the local management of flexibility through 3 UCs,
each focussing on a specific portion of the LV grid. This section describes in more detail the three UCs
from a cyber security perspective, based on the requirements listed in Annex A and the refinement
activities of WP6. The aim is to provide guidelines and plans regarding the testing and verification
activities to be carried out on the platform components as part of the demonstration phase.

Figure 8: Use Cases within the Mas2tering framework
Figure 8 reports the applicability domain of each UC as defined in D6.1. As seen, UC1 focuses on the
Home Area Network (HAN) and the prosumer; the scope is to demonstrate the interoperability between
the HAN management system, the smart meter and the Energy Box, which allows the bi-directional
communication between the prosumer and the rest of the LV grid and enables flexibility services for
the prosumer. UC2 and UC3 focuses on the local management of flexibility using MAS. UC2 targets a
local community of prosumers, represented by a single Local Flexibility Aggregator (LFA); UC3
extends the scope of UC2 by considering more communities in the same local area and the DSO.
Objective of UC2 is to demonstrate that MAS optimization can be effective in managing the local
community and maximising revenues for all prosumers; UC3 extends this vision by introducing grid
constraints and congestions management performed by the DSO. From a cyber security perspective,
UC2 and UC3 both deal with the MAS operations and can be assessed together. UC1 deals with the
physical monitoring components and involves different security requirements.
 Overview on legal and data privacy obligations
As part of the refinement of the UCs, it has been necessary to sketch the legal framework and identify
data privacy requirements for the end user. The associated analysis has been useful to refine some of
the cyber security requirements defined in D2.1 and identify feasibility issues related to the
implementation of the three UCs. Results of this refinement are summarised in the table below.
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Table 22 Legal and data privacy obligation
No.

Legal obligation

1

Prosumers sign contractual agreements with the local aggregator (in a similar way to the
current retail market) to get access to the market of flexibility products. In turn the local
aggregator is allowed to exchange information with the end users of its portfolio. This also
means that the LFA is allowed to know sensitive information of the end user.

2

The local aggregator is allowed to know and manage sensitive data of each individual end user
belonging to its community. However, no user of the community is allowed to get access to
sensitive data of other users belonging to the community.

3

Any information that the local aggregator exchanges with other local aggregators, with the
DSO or with any other market player (either local or not) must be provided in aggregated form
and therefore related to the whole community and not to a specific end user. For instance, the
local aggregator can provide the DSO with the expected aggregated consumption of its whole
portfolio, but not with the expected consumption of one individual user.

From the table it can be noted that:
-

Only actors that have contractual agreements with the prosumer and the prosumer itself can
have access to sensitive data; access control is therefore required;
Sensitive data that must be shared for local management duties must be anonymised to ensure
privacy;
Privacy obligations related to the MAS optimization expire as soon as sensitive data belonging
to different prosumers is aggregated. However, data must be anonymised whenever shared with
third parties for commercial or regulatory purposes.

 Recommendations for testing activities in UC1
Cyber security in UC1 is required to ensure that monitoring devices (Energy Box and smart meter) are
protected and data exchange between them is secured. This must include both protection by design and
surveillance. Furthermore, it is required to ensure data access control from the WAN. Data exchanges
related to UC1 are summarised in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Data exchanges associated to UC1
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The smart meter is not part of the HAN and communicates consumption and generation data to the
Energy Box (that hosts the CEMS agent) and then to the Historical data server through the HAN access
point. The Energy Box also communicates with the smart appliances within the HAN. Smart appliances
and technologies are represented by “Device” agents that can use the forecasting web services to
produce forecasted generation and consumption profiles. The obtained data is then communicated to
the Energy Box for optimization operations. Table 23 reports the cyber security objectives associated
the operations required in UC1.
Table 23 Cyber security objectives associated to UC1’s operations
Operation

Cyber security objectives

The Energy Box gets consumption and generation
data from the Smart Meter (which is outside the
HAN)

-

Devices protection against vulnerabilities
Data confidentiality
Data integrity

The Energy Box stores consumption and
generation data into the Historical Data Server

-

Data confidentiality
Data integrity
Data privacy
None (Data does not exit the HAN)

The device agents (representing smart
appliances) communicate with the Forecasting
Web Service to produce forecasted energy
consumption/generation profiles

-

Data confidentiality
Data integrity

The CEMS agent communicates with the Device
agents based on the results of the optimization

-

Access control
Data confidentiality
Data integrity
Access control

The Energy Box gets user’s preferences
information from the smart appliances in the
HAN.

The CEMS agent can receive requests from
Authorised Agents (e.g. the Aggregator)

The objectives reported in Table 23 can be translated into recommendations for the testing activities
related to UC1.
Table 24 Recommended testing activities for UC1
No.

Testing activity

Objective

Involved security
technology/component

1

Ensure protection of Ensure that the smart meter (that is not within Protection by design
smart meter
the HAN) is protected and guarded against
external attacks and that any attempt to get Early Warning System
sensitive data through the smart meter is
recorded.

2

Ensure protection of Ensure that only authorised operators can have Authentication
Energy Box
remote control of the Energy Box
Early Warning System
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3

Ensure
secure Ensure the confidentiality about consumption Encryption mechanism
communication
and generation.
between
smart
meter and Energy
Box

4

Ensure data privacy Ensure that prosumer’s sensitive data stored in Anonymization
in the Historical the Historical data server are anonymised
mechanism
data server

5

Ensure
integrity

6

Ensure Authorised Ensure that only the LFA (or other authorised Data Access Control
access to sensitive actor) can access sensitive data of the
data
prosumers with which it has contractual Authentication
agreements through the Energy Box. This
must be ensured by specific control system. Early Warning System
Any attempt to get data from an unauthorised
actor must be recorded.

data Ensure only trusted data can be used for data Authentication
management activities and that any integrity
Early warning system
loss is detected and recorded

 Recommendations for testing activities in UC2 & UC3
Cyber security in UC2 & UC3 focuses on the local management of flexibility using MAS. Cyber
security aspects are therefore related to the MAS and the communication between agents for
management duties.

Figure 10: Data exchanges associated to UC2 & UC3
In UC2 the LFA, that represents a local community of prosumers, optimises use of flexibility in order
to minimise costs associated to the energy bill for each prosumer. This operation mainly involves
communication between the aggregator agents and the CEMS agents and with other service
components. As described for UC1, the CEMS agents can store consumption and generation data into
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the Historical Data Centre. This data is used to improve the accuracy of prediction algorithms in the
Forecasting Service. The CEMS agents can then call for the forecasting service to produce expected
consumption and generation profiles to be communicated to the aggregator agent for optimization
operations. In UC2 this communication is limited to a single community of prosumers; in UC3 this is
extended to more communities of prosumers and the DSO. Table 25 reports the cyber security
objectives associated the operations required in UC2 and UC3.
Table 25 Cyber security objectives associated to UC2 & UC3’s operations
Operation

Cyber security objectives

Data stored in the Historical data server are used
for the refinement of prediction algorithms in the
Forecasting Web service

-

Data privacy

The CEMS asks the Forecasting Web Service to
produce expected consumption and generation
profiles

-

Data confidentiality
Data integrity

The LFA asks information about expected
consumption and generation profiles and
available flexibility from the CEMS of the
prosumers of the local community it represents.

-

Access control
Data confidentiality
Data integrity

The LFA optimises use of flexibility in the local
community through MAS optimization, that
involves communication between agents

-

Data confidentiality
Data integrity
Authentication

The LFA communicates aggregated data to the
DSO for the identification of congestions

-

Data integrity
Data confidentiality (for the LFA)

-

Data confidentiality
Data integrity
Authentication

The DSO sends flexibility requests to the LFAs
of the area. LFAs in turn provide flexibility offers
as part of the negotiation with the DSO.
The MAS optimises use of flexibility within the
LV grid

Data confidentiality (for the LFA)
Data integrity

The objectives reported in Table 25 can be translated into recommendations for the testing activities
related to UC2 and UC3.
Table 26 Recommended testing activities for UC2 & UC3
No
.

Testing activity

Objective

Involved security
technology/component

1

Ensure
against
agents

protection Ensure that all agents exchanging Authentication
malicious data/commands as part of the optimization
Early Warning System
process are authorised agents. Detect and log
any attempt of malicious

2

Ensure
secure Ensure sensitive and non-sensitive data (e.g. Encryption mechanism
communication
flexibility offers) exchanged between agents
Early Warning System
between agents
are encrypted to guarantee data privacy and
correct flexibility trade
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Annex A.

Mas2tering Security and Privacy Requirements

This annex section presents the risk assessment of the project use cases and lists the corresponding
security and privacy requirements. The content is part of D2.1 but it is included in this deliverable for
referencing purposes. The security and privacy requirements elicited from the risk assessment of the
use cases complement the initial security requirements specified in D2.1.

A.1

Use Case 1 - Secure and effective connection of commercial
home energy boxes with smart meter and consumption
profile optimisation

A.1.1

Risk Assessment of Use Case 1

Deliverable D2.1 has identified the following risks applicable to use case 1:


User story 1:




Attack Scenario 01:


Storage (CEMS or smartmeter database) corruption of the past electrical consumption,



Smart appliance not delivering accurate information (consumption) to the CEMS,



Bug in the CEMS calculation due to a large amount of information to process.



Attack Scenario 02: CEMS is not delivering the right tariff information?



Attack Scenario 03:


Smart appliance ignoring ECO mode request



Smart appliance capacity overloaded



Attack Scenario 04: Corruption of electrical consumption scheduling due to date and time
cyclic modification



Attack Scenario 05: Manufacturer fails to deliver software/firmware updates for the smart
appliance, leaving the system with non-updatable assets



Attack Scenario 06: Smart appliance integrating scanning feature to retrieve/steal personal
data for marketing purpose without user consent



Attack Scenario 07: CEMS firmware upgraded/altered from “black market” to get new
features, or to unblock existing ones

User story 2:


Attack Scenario 08:


Remote management of the CEMS is performed by an unauthorized user



Malware, infected home personal computer, accessing to the CEMS local management





Attack Scenario 09:


Man-in-the-middle between the remote management centre and the client touch-screen (or
any equivalent application) used to confirm remote actions



Modification of the remote action type (for instance, switching off the alarm instead of the
lightings
Attack Scenario 10: Deliberate disturbance of buy/sell/self-energy
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Attack Scenario 11:


De-activation of the ECO mode during peak hours



Over-production of energy due to unplanned modification to the scheduled consumption

User story 3:


Attack Scenario 12: Bypass of a load profile. The warning message is ignored



Attack Scenario 13:


Alteration of photovoltaic system,



Energy storage system capacity overload.

A.1.2

Security and Privacy Requirements

The security and privacy requirements are extracted from section 7.2.3 “Requirements” (D2.1) and are
listed hereafter:
R-Sec.01

R-Sec.02

R-Sec.03

R-Sec.04

R-Sec.05

The integrity of the software and data must be guaranteed
Fit criterion (1)

Integrity of past consumption must be guaranteed with the
means of a CRC, or better with a cryptographic signature if
this is used for billing purpose.

Reference (1)

UC1/US1, UC1/US2

Moderate changes to the environment (temperature, humidity, air composition)
must not result in abnormal behaviour of smart appliances
Fit criterion (2)

Smart meter shall operate in unheated room, as low than 10 degree Celsius

Reference (2)

UC1/US1

The CEMS must be suitably sized for the services to be provided and must be
able to absorb possible periods of overload
Fit criterion (3)

The CEMS shall be able to provide services for a few smart
appliances up to hundreds, depending on site size.

Reference (3)

UC1/US1, UC1/US3

The systems using the equipment (smart appliances and smart meter) must be
protected against use by unauthorised persons
Fit criterion (4)

Client user, DSO operator, and maintenance personnel
might be the only user to interact with the equipment. User
right might be set accordingly.

Reference (4)

UC1/US1, UC1/US2

Software updates must not degrade the security or functions of previous version
Fit criterion (5)

Periodic evaluation of vulnerabilities shall be conducted.
Software updates shall be made available after validation.

Reference (5)

UC1/US1
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R-Sec.06

R-Sec.07

R-Sec.08

R-Sec.09

R-Sec.10

R-Sec.11

R-Sec.12

System failures or operation beyond system limits must be prevented .
Fit criterion (6)

Acceptable limits shall be known prior implementing the
operational system.

Reference (6)

UC1/US1

It must be possible to detect abnormal behaviour of any system in real time or
retrospectively, trace the operations carried out and identify the authors
Fit criterion (7)
Fit criterion (8)

Date & time shall not be modified more than once a day.
Upon detection of a potential security violation, disruptive
actions shall be enforced in the system.

Reference (7)

UC1/US1

Compatibility of the interconnected items must be guaranteed (languages, time
zones, standards, etc.)
Fit criterion (9)

Supplier bankruptcy

Reference (8)

UC1/US1

Possibility of installing correction programmes, updates, patches, hotfixes, etc.
Fit criterion (10)

Updates shall be signed by the editor to guarantee
authenticity

Reference (9)

UC1/US1

Any abuse or negligence affecting sensitive applications (or personal data) and
the systems accommodating them must be detected
Fit criterion (11)

Access control must be set accordingly to match user role

Reference (10)

UC1/US1

Logical access control to CEMS must be protected by an authentication and
identification process
Fit criterion (12)

The system shall enforce an access control policy to deny
access to sensitive function or information without prior
successful authentication.

Reference (11)

UC1/US2

The configuration of smart appliances must comply with the security policy
requirements
Fit criterion (13)

The smart appliances must be able to parse load profile.

Reference (12)

UC1/US3
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A.2

Use Case 2 - Decentralised energy management in a local
area with Multi-Agents

A.2.1

Risk Assessment of Use Case 2

Deliverable D2.1 has identified the following risks applicable to use case 2:


User story 1:




Attack Scenario 14: Conflict between operating strategies and end-user quality of life
conditions constraints

User story 2:




Attack Scenario 15: District Energy Management System unavailable after an update

User story 3:






Attack Scenario 16: Electric vehicle sending wrong information about charging status leading
to charging the battery during peak hours

User story 4:


Attack Scenario 17: Ageing of the battery



Attack Scenario 18: Upgrade of the EMS software, with no rollback possibilities

User story 5:


Attack Scenario 19:


Wrong assignment to some resources to a district manager



Assignment to a the same resource to several district manager



Assignment of an energy resource without owner’s consent









Attack Scenario 20:


Automatic discovery of energy resources



Automatic discovery of energy resources leaking out the boundaries of the district manager

User story 6:


Attack Scenario 21: Alteration of forecast load and generation consumer profiles



Attack Scenario 22: Customer EMS not available when pre-computing forecast

User story 7:


Attack Scenario 23: Exchange of personal data with a European Member State having a
different policy regarding privacy



Attack Scenario 24: Cluster or categories of load profiles may contain sensitive information,
which should not be disclosed without anonymisation (including physical location of the
cluster)

User story 8:


Attack Scenario 25:


Smart appliance not reliable anymore after a software maintenance



Smart appliance damaged
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Attack Scenario 26: Monitoring the assets may disclose private data (for instance: is the user
at home?)



Attack Scenario 27: Energy monitoring system corrupted after maintenance phase (for
instance, loading of a wrong management information base)

A.2.2

Security and Privacy Requirements

The security and privacy requirements are extracted from section 7.2.3 “Requirements” (D2.1) and are
listed hereafter:
R-Sec.13

R-Sec.14

R-Sec.15

R-Sec.16

R-Sec.17

R-Sec.18

All updating operations on software must be identifiable and justifiable.
Fit criterion (14)

Integrity of the load profiles shall be ensured.

Reference (13)

UC2/US1

Any abuse or negligence affecting load profiles and the systems accommodating
them must be detected.
Fit criterion (15)

Integrity of the load profiles shall be ensured.

Reference (14)

UC2/US1

Before a new tool is put into production its compliance with security policy
requirements must be guaranteed.
Fit criterion (16)

It must be possible to restore all or part of a system,
application, data set and track in the event of damage,
failure or negligence. If the system doesn’t permit any
rollback of the software update, the latter shall be heavily
tested prior being set into operations.

Reference (15)

UC2/US3, UC2/US5

A stock of emergency equipment must be available in the event of equipment
failure.
Fit criterion (17)

Stock management for smart meters or batteries shall be
compliant with service level agreement.

Reference (16)

UC2/US4

All access to the systems must be protected by an authentication and
identification device.
Fit criterion (18)

Assignment of resources to a district shall be made with the
owner’s consent.

Reference (17)

UC2/US5

Access to communication interfaces must be protected against malicious or
abusive use.
Fit criterion (19)

Automatic discovery mechanism shall not disclose private
information outside the HAN boundaries.

Reference (18)

UC2/US5
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R-Sec.19

R-Sec.20

R-Sec.21

R-Sec.22

R-Sec.23

R-Sec.24

Communication interfaces must protect the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of transmissions
Fit criterion (20)

Private information shall be encrypted prior being sent over
a public network.

Reference (19)

UC2/US5

Personnel must make correct use of the information tool, communicatio n
resources and media and must comply with the security measures applicable
according to the classification of the information.
Fit criterion (21)

Quality process shall be enforced to avoid any maintenance
mistake.

Reference (20)

UC2/US5

Personnel with access to sensitive information must be made aware of the risks
and identified
Fit criterion (22)

Prior exchanging personal data with another district
manager, privacy must be ensured. Written consent of the
user may be required.

Reference (21)

UC2/US7

It must be impossible to reconstruct private information from cross -referencing.
Fit criterion (23)

Anonymization must remove all information that could
track back to the user.

Reference (22)

UC2/US7

Supervision and maintenance of the equipment must be provided at all times.
Fit criterion (24)

Monitoring of the equipment “grid-tagged” functionalities
must be provided to detect faulty functions.

Reference (23)

UC2/US8

There must be active management of authorisation within the systems, ensuring
that information is processed according to the need to know and need to modify.
Fit criterion (25)

Core functionalities related to the smart grid operations
shall be monitored accordingly to detect malfunctions.

Reference (24)

UC2/US8

A.3

Use Case 3 - Enhancing grid reliability, performance and
resilience

A.3.1

Risk Assessment of Use Case 3

Deliverable D2.1 has identified the following risks applicable to use case 3:
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User story 1:




Attack Scenario 28: Automatic reconfiguration of the network to shave demand during peak
days

User story 2:




Attack Scenario 29: Monitoring of demand and supply fails providing accurate timely
information thus leading to transformation losses

User story 3:


Attack Scenario 30: Local dispatching and balancing service is impacted by inaccurate
monitoring information



Attack Scenario 31: Local dispatching and balancing service is impacted by inaccurate
monitoring information impacting shaving during off-peak hours



User story 4: none!



User story 5:




Attack Scenario 32:


Equipment failure makes it impossible to perform real-time control of voltage or frequency



Instability of the power generation due to the balancing between switching on/off of the
power units

User story 6:


Attack Scenario 33: Power generation not compliant with schedule or forecasting information

A.3.2

Security and Privacy Requirements

The security and privacy requirements are extracted from section 7.2.3 “Requirements” (D2.1) and are
listed hereafter:
R-Sec.25

R-Sec.26

R-Sec.27

There must be a description of all equipment and its position.
Fit criterion (26)

Position of transformers and interconnectors must be
known.

Reference (25)

UC3/US1

The configuration of systems and applications must comply with the security
policy requirements.
Fit criterion (27)

Automatic reconfiguration shall remain under acceptable
boundaries.

Reference (26)

UC3/US1

It must be possible to establish the authentication and non -repudiation of
communications when necessary.
Fit criterion (28)

Authenticity of the monitoring information must be
guaranteed.

Reference (27)

UC3/US3
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R-Sec.28

Reliability must be taken into account when choosing equipment, software and
media.
Fit criterion (29)

Power generation smart appliances must be able to provide
energy in conformance with agreed voltage and frequency.

Reference (28)

UC3/US6
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